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Spatial neglect is a heterogeneous disorder with a multitude of manifestations and
subtypes. Common clinical paper and pencil neglect tests fail to differentiate between
these subtypes. For example, neglect patients typically bisect lines to the right. This bias
can be caused by an underestimation of the left half of the line (input-related deficit), by the
failure to direct actions toward the left side of space (output-related deficit), or by a mixture
of these impairments. To disentangle these impairments, we used a test consisting of a
line bisection task on a touch screen monitor (manual motor task) and the subsequent
judgment of one’s own bisection performance (visual perceptual task). It was hypothesized
that patients with mainly output-related neglect should be better able to recognize their
misbisected lines than patients with purely input-related neglect. In a group of 16 patients
suffering from spatial neglect after right brain damage, we found that patients were three
times more likely to suffer from a predominantly input-related than from an output-related
subtype. The results thus suggest that neglect is typically an input-related impairment.
Additional analysis of the line bisection task revealed that temporal (slowness in initiation
and execution of contralateral movements) and spatial (insufficient movement amplitude
toward the contralesional side) aspects of output-related neglect were mutually unrelated.
This independence raises the possibility that a fine-grained differentiation of output-related
neglect is required. That is, impairments in lateralized temporal and spatial aspects of
movements may underlie different neglect subtypes.
Keywords: spatial neglect, rehabilitation, neglect subtype, motor neglect, perceptual neglect, attention, proof of
concept, stroke
INTRODUCTION
Spatial neglect is a disabling disorder of lateralized cognition and
behavior (Bradshaw and Mattingley, 1995). It is characterized
by a failure to report, respond, or orient to stimuli presented
to the side opposite a brain lesion, which cannot be attributed
to elementary sensory-motor impairments (Heilman, 1979). The
presence of neglect is associated with an unfavorable prognosis in
terms of rehabilitation outcome, length of hospital stay, and daily
living activities after discharge to home (Robertson and Halligan,
1999; Nys et al., 2005). Knowledge of the processes guiding spon-
taneous recovery and effective therapeutic approaches for spatial
neglect is very sparse (Bowen and Lincoln, 2007a,b). This is sur-
prising, given that spatial neglect occurs in a substantial number
of patients suffering from brain damage (about 45% of patients
after right and 20% of patients after left brain damage, see Bowen
et al., 1999). There is, therefore, an obvious clinical need for a bet-
ter understanding of the cognitive mechanisms underlying spatial
neglect to advance therapeutic interventions.
A fundamental difficulty in advancing neglect therapy derives
from the inherent heterogeneity of the disorder. Numerous
subtypes and forms of spatial neglect have been described in the
literature (Bartolomeo and Chokron, 2001; Buxbaum et al., 2004;
Barrett et al., 2006). Some patients with right brain damage, for
example, may primarily neglect the left side of their body (per-
sonal neglect), whereas other patients neglect the left in reaching
(near) space, and still others only neglect the left side of space
beyond their reach (far space, see Halligan and Marshall, 1991;
Vuilleumier et al., 1998). Furthermore, some patients may be par-
ticularly affected when detecting left-sided stimuli, while others
are impaired during the initiation, execution and/or aiming of
motor responses toward those stimuli (Heilman, 1979, 2004). The
wide variety of behavioral neglect profiles is commonly thought
to originate from damage to distinct neural substrates in a widely
distributed cortical network, which mediates attention in the
brain (Mesulam, 1999; Verdon et al., 2010). It is conceivable,
therefore, that therapeutic success could be improved if treat-
ments are targeted to the specific pattern of the impairment. In
support of this view, there is preliminary evidence that patients
with different forms of neglect may respond differently to specific
treatments (Barrett et al., 1999, 2001; Adair et al., 2003).
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While the potential importance of isolating neglect subtypes is
emphasized in authoritative reviews on neglect therapy (Barrett
et al., 2006; Bowen and Lincoln, 2007a), standard clinical tests,
such as line bisection, copying or cancellation tasks, all fail to pro-
vide information on the subtypes of neglect. For example, while
a marked rightward deviation in the bisection of horizontal lines
indicates left-sided neglect, the reason for this deviation can differ
between patients. Some patients may deviate to the right because
of a perceptual-attentional bias toward the right-side (input-
related deficit) while others deviate to the right because of a failure
to direct actions toward the left side of space (output-related
aiming deficit). There may also be individuals with a mixture of
input and output impairments, whichmakes them difficult to sort
neatly into either category (Bisiach et al., 1990; Schwartz et al.,
1999; Bartolomeo and Chokron, 2001). Performance on the tra-
ditional line bisection task, however, does not allow the clinician
to distinguish between these possibilities.
A number of techniques have been devised to disentangle
input- and output-related accounts of neglect. The general ratio-
nale in many of these techniques is to uncouple the direction
of hand movements (output) from the location of the corre-
sponding visual target (input). One study used, for example, a
horizontal pulley device with a pointer mounted on the upper
pulley string (Bisiach et al., 1990). Participants were asked to
move the pointer to the midpoint of a line. In one condition, par-
ticipants grasped the pointer on the upper string and moved it
to the subjective midpoint. The directions of hand and pointer
movements were therefore congruent. In a second condition,
participants controlled the pointer by moving the lower pul-
ley string. Consequently, hand and pointer movements were in
opposite directions: pulling the lower string leftwards resulted in
rightward pointer movements, and vice-versa, when the lower
string was moved rightward. Neglect was classified to be pre-
dominantly input-related if an identical rightward deviation was
found in both conditions. Conversely, output-related neglect was
indicated by marked leftward deviations in the incongruent pul-
ley condition, because impairments in pulling the lower pulley
string leftwards resulted in a failure to shift the pointer toward
the right. Other studies have reported similar perceptual/motor
dissociations using devices such as reversing mirrors (Tegner
and Levander, 1991), video cameras (Na et al., 1998), and over-
head projectors (Nico, 1996) to present left/right mirror-reversed
visual feedback on a display. These techniques also allow the
assessment of input and output-related biases, not only in clinical
populations, but also in healthy (Garza et al., 2008; Fortis et al.,
2011) and aged participants (Chen et al., 2011).
While the ingenuity of the above techniques is not disputed,
the interpretation of the data is not quite as straight-forward
as one might wish. Some researchers have pointed out that
coordinating spatially incongruent movements from visual feed-
back is highly confusing and some patients might simply fail to
handle the high task-demands (Mattingley et al., 1998; Husain
et al., 2000; Vallar, 2001). That is, deficits in the execution
of mirror-reversed movements are not necessarily exclusive to
output-related deficits of neglect, but might also derive from
frontal executive dysfunctions in resolving the cognitive conflict
between movement direction and visual feedback (Fink et al.,
1999). Such conflicts might particularly arise during the ini-
tial phases of learning motor responses to incongruent visual
feedback. Once the new motor skills are fully acquired frontal
executive conflicts might be less common as motor responses are
now thought to be implicit and automatic (Halsband and Lange,
2006).
A paradigm that does not involve conflicting visuo-motor
movements is the passive line bisection task. In this task, patients
observe an experimenter as he/she moves the tip of a pen along
a line. The patient then indicates verbally when the subjective
midpoint has been reached by the pen’s tip (Reuter-Lorenz and
Posner, 1990). However, the use of moving stimuli (see also
Halligan and Marshall, 1989; Chiba et al., 2006 for related meth-
ods) is not ideal because the stimuli may act as a visual cue and
cues are well known to modulate spatial neglect (Riddoch and
Humphreys, 1983). The paradigm may therefore not provide an
uncontaminated indication of input-related neglect.
A compelling alternative to the use of a moving marker is the
presentation of pre-bisected lines (“landmark task”, Milner et al.,
1993; Harvey et al., 1995). The landmark task requires patients
to point to the end of the line closer to the transaction mark.
Patients with input-related neglect are assumed to perceive the
left-side of accurately bisected lines as shorter and to point to that
side. Conversely, those patients consistently pointing to the right
side are thought to suffer from output-related neglect. Harvey
et al. (1995) required neglect patients to carry out a relatively
difficult landmark task where the bisector was placed only up
to 5mm to the left or right of the true middle. While the abil-
ity of the task to detect input-related neglect is not disputed, the
task’s sensitivity to output-related neglect has been questioned
(Husain et al., 1998; Harvey, 2004). Bisiach et al. (1998) modi-
fied the landmark task used by Harvey et al. (1995) using stimuli
where the difference between the left and right halves of the line
ranged from 30 to 150mm. By making the task easier, Bisiach
et al. (1998) identified more patients with output-related neglect.
That said, because the task was easy, it was less able to identify
patients with input-related neglect. Thus, while it appears that
the ideal placement of the bisection mark is an unsettled issue,
analyses involving curve fitting procedures have been proposed to
circumvent this problem (Toraldo et al., 2002, 2004). In any case,
when reviewing the strength and weaknesses of the different tasks
developed for assessing input and output-related tasks, Harvey
(2004, p. 327) concluded that landmark tasks are “the most
appropriate, thoroughly researched tool” for such assessments.
While patients with pure output-related neglect are impaired
in reaching to the left-side of space they are thought to have rela-
tively spared perceptual skills. Asking patients to judge their own
bisections therefore offers a solution to shed light on the under-
lying impairment. Based on this reasoning, the first goal of the
current study was to introduce a simple method of disentan-
gling input- and output-related neglect. In traditional versions
of the landmark task, the experimenter bisects the lines and then
presents them to the patient. This may not be ideal because of
the difficulties in determining which level of difficulty to use and
because the lines are not related to the patient’s actual motor
behavior in space. Both these issues can be solved if the patients
generate the stimuli themselves. Our new experimental paradigm
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first requires the patient to bisect a series of horizontal lines.
Subsequently, the lines are presented again and the patient judges
their own bisections (see Figure 1). By asking the patient to bisect
a line and then judge that bisection, the task should allow us
to disentangle input- and output-related neglect. Output-related
impairments hamper the placement of the bisection mark at the
intended location, but not the subsequent perceptual error judg-
ment task. Accordingly, patients with output-related neglect were
expected to recognize their own bisection errors. Patients with
input-related neglect were expected to show a different pattern
of results. Because their output is relatively spared, their manual
bisections were expected to be subjectively accurate. Therefore,
when judging the accuracy of their own bisections, they were
expected to have much more difficulty.
Output-related neglect may not only affect the spatial scale of
goal-directed movements but also the timing of these movements.
That is, patients with output-related neglect may be impaired in
initiating leftward movements (directional hypokinesia) and/or
may be slowed in the execution of leftward movements (direc-
tional bradykinesia). Impairments in these temporal aspects of
goal-directed movements were first observed in animal studies
(Watson et al., 1978) and have subsequently been described in
neglect patients (Heilman et al., 1985; Mattingley et al., 1992,
1994). Investigations of temporal impairments in movements are
commonly investigated using simple reaction time paradigms
where the initiation and response times for movements toward
left- and right-sided targets are compared (Heilman et al., 1985;
Mattingley et al., 1992; Husain et al., 2000; Buxbaum et al.,
2004).
Although the neural processes underlying the timing of move-
ment may be distinct from those involved in scaling the move-
ment amplitude (Mattingley et al., 1992, 1994), the relationship
between temporal and spatial characteristics of output-related
neglect has received relatively little attention in the literature. The
second goal of the study is to examine the behavioral relation-
ship between the temporal and spatial aspects of output-related
neglect. Specifically, the time required to perform leftward rela-
tive to rightward bisections is compared to the spatial deviations
of leftward relative to rightward bisections. A correlation between
these measures would imply that differentiating between the two
A
 Line bisection task Judgment task
B
FIGURE 1 | Tasks and procedure. (A) Participants first performed a line
bisection task in which they pointed to the lines’ midpoint with their index
finger. (B) Participants then judged their own bisection errors. Each line,
divided into two colored segments at the locations where the participant
previously placed the bisection mark, was then re-presented. Participants
had to name the color of the longer line segment.
subtypes of output-related neglect is not necessary. Conversely,
independence of temporal and spatial biases implies that a
fine-grained differentiation of what constitutes output-related
neglect is needed.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
PARTICIPANTS
Sixteen patients with left-sided spatial neglect after right brain
damage (12 men, mean age 62 years, SD = 11 years, see Table 1
for demographic and clinical details) participated in this study.
Like our previous study, inclusion criteria were based on the
presence of a right hemisphere lesion and signs of left-sided
neglect for at least two out of five standard paper and pencil
tests. Tests included line bisection, cancellation, figure copying,
reading, and a figural fluency task (see Loetscher and Brugger,
2009 for details and cut-off criteria). Visual field deficits were
assessed clinically by finger perimetry. Twenty healthy partici-
pants (11 men, mean age 61 years, SD = 14 years) matched for
age and years of education served as controls. The study proto-
col was performed in accordance with the ethical standards laid
down in the Declaration of Helsinki and all subjects gave written
informed consent.
APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE
Stimuli were presented on an Elo Entuitive 17’ LCD desktop touch
monitor (15,500 touchpoints/cm2). The generation and sequenc-
ing of stimuli was controlled with Java Script programming.
Participants were seated with their midsagittal plane aligned to
the center of the touch screen. The viewing distance was roughly
560mm; eye level was slightly above the vertical center of the
screen. Eye and limb movements were not constrained.
The participants were first familiarized with the touch screen.
They performed a pointing task, in which they pointed as accu-
rately as possible to different illuminated circles on the screen.
All participants were able to do so. After familiarization, the par-
ticipants performed the line bisection task and subsequently the
error judgment task (see Figure 1).
Line bisection task
In the line bisection task, participants pointed with their right
index finger to the subjective middle of horizontal lines presented
on the screen. The presentation of a line was triggered by press-
ing the space bar with the right index finger. After pointing to
the subjective midpoint, the screen turned blank (white) and the
space bar had to be pressed again to start the next trial. With this
procedure a central starting point for each trial was assured.
In total, 18 black lines with a length of 160mm were pre-
sented in a pseudo-randomized order either on the left, center
or right side of the screen. There were six lines per side of pre-
sentation with the lines in the lateral conditions being shifted
40mm to the left and right, respectively. The time period between
pressing the space bar (elicitation of the line) and the touch
response on the screen, as well as the horizontal coordinates of
each fingertip were recorded. There were no time constraints
for the response. The deviation of the these coordinates from
the objective midpoint of the line were measured to the near-
est millimeter—with right-sided errors scored as positive and
left-sided errors as negative deviations.
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Table 1 | Demographic, clinical, and neuropsychological details of neglect patients with right brain damage.
Demographic and clinical data Neglect tests
Patient Sex Age Lesion type Lesion site Days since Visual 1 Figure Bells LB dev% Reading Five-point
stroke/surgery field deficit copying task Test
1 m 54 Vascular F, SC 9 Yes 1 4 4.2 No Yes
2 m 61 Vascular F, SC 31 Yes 0 4 8.5 No No
3 w 57 Tumor F,T 4 Yes NA 3 9.8 NA No
4 m 59 Tumor T, P,SC 8 NA 1 −1 2.0 NA Yes
5 m 66 Tumor T, P, SC Pre-op Yes 4 NA 7.9 NA Yes
6 m 60 Vascular T, P 3 No 4 13 25.8 NA Yes
7 w 79 Tumor T, P, Sc 3 Yes NA 6 67.1 Yes NA
8 w 74 Vascular F, Sc 6 No 4 10 9.9 No Yes
9 m 60 Tumor F, T, 0 Pre-op Yes 3 0 11.3 No Yes
10 m 62 Vascular T, P 2 Yes 4 0 70.6 Yes Yes
11 w 36 Vascular F, P, Sc 7 No 0 3 4.3 No Yes
12 m 58 Tumor T, P, Sc 52 Yes 0 −2 26.5 Yes NA
13 m 61 Vascular F, P 3 Yes 1 0 13.1 No Yes
14 m 79 Tumor P, T, Sc Pre-op Yes 4 NA 31.9 No Yes
15 m 60 Vascular F, T, P, 0, Sc NA No 2 7 13.6 Yes Yes
16 m 73 Tumor F, T, P, Sc Pre-op Yes 0 3 8.9 No Yes
Lesion site: F = Frontal, T = Temporal, P = Parietal, O = Occipital, SC = Subcortical; Days since surgery/operation: number indicates days since stroke or operation,
pre-op = preoperative.
Neglect tests: (A) Figure copying, scores range from 0 (no omissions) to 4 [several left-sided omissions, see Azouvi et al. (2002) for details], cut-off point >0; (B)
“Bells task” (Gauthier et al., 1989), score gives number of left minus right-sided omissions, cut-off point >2; (C) LB dev% = Line Bisection deviation in % from
true half, positive values denote rightward deviations, cut-off point > 6.5; (D) Reading, cut-off point > 0 left-sided omission; (E) five-point-test = figural fluency task
(Regard et al., 1982), cut-off point > 0 omission of left-sided columns. Cut-off scores for the neglect tests A–D as defined in Azouvi et al. (2002); for test E as in
Vuilleumier et al. (2004). Tests above cut-off-point are gray-colored. NA = Not available.
Error judgment task
In the line judgment task, each of the previously bisected 18 lines
were presented in sequence at the same location as the line bisec-
tion task. The lines were divided into two segments at the point
where the participant previously placed the bisection mark. The
left and right segments were colored red or black, respectively. In
order to counterbalance the coloring of the lines, each line was
presented twice, once with the left side colored black (right side
red) and once with the left side red (right side black). The 36 lines
were presented in a pseudo-randomized order and participants
named the color of the longer line segment (forced choice design
with no time constraints for response). The subject’s task was to
say which line segment was longer (“red” or “black”) and ver-
bal responses were recorded by the examiner. The percentage of
correct judgments was the dependent variable.
RESULTS
LINE BISECTION TASK
Data were collapsed across the side presentation (left, cen-
ter, right). As the data in the neglect group were not nor-
mally distributed (Shapiro–Wilk p < 0.01) non-parametric tests
were applied. Wilcoxon signed-rank tests were used to deter-
mine whether the bisection biases were significantly different
from zero. Patients with neglect bisected the lines too far
to the right side (median 4.9mm; Z = 2.8, p < 0.006), while
healthy controls showed a leftward bias (median = −2.5mm;
Z = 3.2, p < 0.002). An independent-samples Mann–Whitney
test demonstrated a significant difference between the neglect and
control groups (U = 37, Z = 3.9, p < 0.001).
Subgroup analyses found no difference between patients with
and without visual field deficits (U = 18.0, Z = 0.5, p = n.s.)
and patients with vascular and tumor etiology (U = 32.0,
Z < 0.01, p = n.s.).
ERROR JUDGMENT TASK
Neglect patients (median correct judgments 72.2 %) were signif-
icantly worse in detecting their own bisection errors compared
to the controls (median 93.5%; U = 51.5, Z = 3.5, p < 0.001).
The standard deviation was more than four times larger in the
neglect group (SD 25.2) compared to controls (SD 5.7), indicating
considerable heterogeneity in the neglect population.
The number of correct judgments was not modulated by the
presence of visual field deficits (U = 20.5, Z = 0.2, p = n.s.), or
lesion etiology (U = 31.0, Z = 0.1, p = n.s.).
DISENTANGLING INPUT AND OUTPUT-RELATED COMPONENTS
To extricate input- and output-related components, cut-off crite-
ria for the line bisection and error judgment task were defined.
For the line bisection task, Bayesian inferential statistics were
used to determine the cut-off scores, which differentiated the
controls from neglect patients (see Crawford and Garthwaite,
2007). Using this technique, deviations larger than 2.4mm
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were classified as significantly different from controls (Bayesian
p < 0.05).
For the error judgment task, cut-off scores were based on
normative data collected in an unpublished pilot study with 71
healthy subjects. That study showed that the accuracy in error
judgments depended on the magnitude of the bisection error.
That is, larger errors were much easier to spot than smaller ones
(see Figure 2). The varying degree of difficulty in judging errors
was controlled by calculating the lower bound of a 95% confi-
dence interval for the percentage of correct error judgments for
each bisection deviation. The corresponding values were then fit-
ted with a cumulative normal distribution function. This curve
fitting procedure determined a cut-off score for the percentage
of correct judgment as a function of bisection error. Judgment
scores below the lower bound confidence curve were considered
to reflect an input-related impairment.
Using the cut-off criteria outlined above, individual patient
data were plotted in Figure 3 to distinguish input and output-
related components of spatial neglect. Inspection of Figure 3
allows a number of conclusions to be drawn: (1) The bisection
and judgment performance of four neglect patients was within
normal limits; (2) three patients showed signs of neglect in the
bisection task, but intact judgment abilities. These patients can
be considered as suffering from output-related neglect; (3) nine
patients were impaired in the bisection and judgment task. These
patients can be considered as suffering predominantly, but not
necessarily exclusively, from input-related neglect; (4) the per-
formance of neglect patients is characterized by considerable
heterogeneity compared to the rather homogenous performance
of controls.
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TEMPORAL AND SPATIAL BIASES IN
LINE BISECTION
To investigate the relationship between temporal (time differ-
ences in bisecting left and right-sided lines) and spatial aspects
(differences in deviation errors for left and right-sided lines)
lateralization scores were calculated (Bryden and Sprott, 1981).
The temporal lateralization score was calculated as the natural
logarithm of the ratio “bisection times of lines presented on the
left side divided by bisection times of lines presented on the
right side.” Positive values denote quicker responses to right-sided
lines, negative values indicate an advantage for left-sided lines,
and a value of zero denotes equal response times for left and
right-sided lines. A spatial bias measure was calculated using an
analogous procedure. As the logarithm has to be drawn from
positive values, the use of deviation measures was not appro-
priate. Instead, the positions of the bisection mark as measured
from the left end of the line were used. The spatial lateralization
score was then calculated as the natural logarithm of the ratio
“bisection position of lines presented on the right side divided
by the bisection position of lines presented on the left side.”
Here, negative values denote that left-sided lines are bisected fur-
ther to the right than right-sided lines (vice-versa for positive
values).
The relationship between temporal and spatial aspects of
neglect is plotted in Figure 4. The two aspects were uncorrelated
in neglect patients (r = −0.15, p = n.s.) and controls (r = 0.12,
p = n.s.).
DISCUSSION
Common tests of neglect, such as line bisection and cancellation
tasks, fail to provide information on the subtype of neglect that
is present. The primary goal of the current study was to intro-
duce a simple method that allows us to dissociate input- and
output-related subtypes of neglect. This method required patients
to bisect a series of horizontal lines (manual motor task) and then
to judge their own bisections (visual perceptual task). In both of
these tasks, typical signs of neglect emerged at a group level. That
is, a rightward deviation in the line bisection task (Schenkenberg
et al., 1980) and impairments in detecting horizontal length
asymmetries in the perceptual judgment task (Milner et al., 1993).
The results in the neglect group were also characterized by large
standard deviations, signifying considerable heterogeneity in per-
formance. Such an increased variability in performance has been
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FIGURE 2 | Dependency of correct judgment on deviation error.
The percentage of correct judgments is plotted as a function of bisection
error. The graph shows the normative data of 71 healthy subjects (black dots)
and the corresponding lower bound of the 95% confidence interval (red line).
Judgment scores below the lower bound of the fitted confidence interval
curve were considered as indicating impaired perceptual judgment abilities.
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FIGURE 3 | Disentangling input- and output-related neglect.
(A) Shows the performance of the individual patients in the line bisection
and error judgment task (split by etiology). Bisection values in the gray
colored area indicate the presence of neglect in the     line bisection task.
Error judgments below the red curve indicate impaired perceptual
judgment abilities. See main text for indications of input or output-related
neglect (B) Shows the corresponding performance of the control
participants.
shown to be a valid marker of neglect (Marshall and Halligan,
1989; Bonato et al., 2008).
The extrication of input- and output-related subtypes was
based on individual performances in the two tasks. With the
emphasis being the identification of the predominant subtype, the
16 neglect patients could be classified in three distinct subgroups
(see also Figure 3). The first group, comprising three patients,
showed a rightward bias when bisecting lines, but no difficulties
in recognizing the erroneous bisections when judging them. This
pattern clearly corresponds to an output-related deficit, which is
indicated by impairments inmovements toward the left (resulting
in rightward deviations) and intact spatial perceptual capabilities.
The second group of nine patients demonstrated neglect in the
bisection and the perception task. Intact spatial perception allows
the patient to detect misplaced bisection marks. An inability to
do so would therefore indicate a perceptual impairment. These
patients were accordingly classified as suffering predominantly,
but not necessarily exclusively, from an input-related deficit. The
third group, comprising the remaining four patients, showed
normal performances in the line bisection and judgment task
and therefore could not be classified as having input- or output-
related neglect. It should be noted, however, that an inability to
isolate an input/output subtype in some patients is not necessar-
ily due to a lack of test sensitivity. Indeed, input/output subtypes
of neglect are just one dimension along which neglect patients can
differ (Barrett et al., 2006). Furthermore, the inclusion criterion
for neglect in the current study was based on signs of neglect in
at least two out of five common paper and pencil tests. A right-
ward deviation for the line bisection task was therefore not a
precondition for inclusion.
The current study revealed that patients with neglect were
three times more likely to suffer from a predominantly
input-related than from an output-related subtype. While this
proportion gives some indication of the relative incidence of
input- and output-related neglect, it should be borne in mind
that the patient sample used in the current study was relatively
small. The relative incidence of the different subtypes of neglect
is further complicated by the different methods of assessment.
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FIGURE 4 | Relationship between temporal and spatial aspects of
neglect. (A) Shows 23 individual patients’ temporal (i.e., time required to
perform leftward relative to rightward 24 bisections) and spatial
(i.e., deviations of leftward relative to rightward bisections) scores 25 in the
line bisection task. See main text for details (B) Shows the corresponding
26 performance of the control participants.
For example, inconsistent classifications have been observed
between the landmark and the pulley tests (Harvey et al., 2002)
and line bisection and cancellation tests (Adair et al., 1998; Na
et al., 1998). Bearing these points in mind, the relative propor-
tion of the input/output subtypes observed in the current study
should be treated with some caution. Nevertheless, the finding of
more patients with input-related neglect is consistent with almost
all previous studies assessing these subtypes in larger patient sam-
ples (n > 40, Mijovic, 1991; Buxbaum et al., 2004; Shimodozono
et al., 2006; Sapir et al., 2007). The current results only stand in
contrast to one large patient sample study (n = 121, Bisiach et al.,
1998), which reported a higher proportion of output-related
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neglect for a landmark bisection task. In this case, however, the
landmark stimuli were easy to discriminate, with a difference of
at least 30mm between the left and right segments of the line.
Because of the easy perceptual nature of this task, it is likely that
patients with mild or moderate input-related neglect were able to
detect the difference—resulting in a low relative incidence of that
form of neglect.
A secondary goal of the study was to compare spatial and
temporal aspects of output-related neglect. Our results indicate
that these aspects are independent. Impairments in the initia-
tion and execution of leftward movements were not associated
with a marked rightward deviation in the line bisection task.
Despite the problems of drawing implications from null results,
the findings suggest that a fine-grained differentiation of output-
related neglect is required. That is, it is conceivable that tem-
poral and spatial aspects constitute different neglect subtypes.
The phenomenological differences could be based on distinct
neural processes underlying the timing of movement and the scal-
ing of the movement amplitude (Mattingley et al., 1992, 1994).
If this holds true, then attempts to elucidate the anatomical
substrates of output-related neglect should differentiate tempo-
ral and spatial measures. Neglecting this sort of differentiation
might have contributed to the controversy regarding the role
of the parietal lobe in motor neglect (as addressed, for exam-
ple, in Carey, 1998; Husain et al., 1998). While many studies
assessing motor impairments by spatial measures found a pre-
dominance of anterior impairments (e.g., Bisiach et al., 1990;
Coslett et al., 1990; Nico, 1996; Na et al., 1998), it is notewor-
thy that the studies which found that posterior brain regions
were associated with motor neglect applied temporal measurers
(Mattingley et al., 1998; Husain et al., 2000;but see Sapir et al.,
2007 for contradictory finding). It remains to be seen to what
degree this discrepancy is related to the use of different mea-
sures. In any case, the independence of spatial and temporal
measures observed in the current study clearly demonstrates that
these aspects would deserve a more fine-grained analysis in the
literature.
The results of the current have demonstrated the feasibility
of our new method of dissociating input- and output-related
neglect, which has some important advantages over previous
methods. One advantage is that it does not involve conflicting
visuo-motor movements. This is important as there are anecdo-
tal reports of patients who refused to continue with incongruent
movement tests because they found them too frustrating (Nico,
1996). Such task requirements have accordingly been criticized as
being too confusing for patients with brain damage (Mattingley
et al., 1998; Husain et al., 2000). In contrast, the current paradigm
is straightforward and relatively easy—even for patients with
severe forms of neglect. The current method also addresses some
potential shortcomings of the landmark test, which is still con-
sidered to be one of the best tools for differentiating input- and
output-related forms of neglect (Harvey, 2004). A major issue for
the landmark test is the placement of the bisector and the sub-
sequent difficulty of the task. Bisiach et al. (1998) proposed, for
example, the use of stimuli in which the difference between the
left and right segments of the line ranged from 30 to 150mm.
As discussed above, it is doubtful that these easy discriminations
would identify subtle forms of perceptual neglect. The optimal
transector placement might, in fact, depend on the severity of the
patient’s impairment. A second problem with the landmark task
is that they are required to judge spatial relations, which are not
derived from their motor behavior. Contrasting a patient’s actual
motor behavior with the subsequent judgment of this behavior
seems to be a more intuitive and natural way to infer subtypes of
neglect.
While the methods introduced in the study address some of
the weaknesses of previous research, the study has some limita-
tions on its own. First, the task does not necessarily provide a pure
measure of output-related impairments. The manual line bisec-
tion task involves both motor and visual input components. It is
therefore possible that the paradigm biased the findings toward
input over output-related deficits (see Garza et al., 2008; Chen
et al., 2011). It should also be noted that the bisection task and
the visual perceptual task may differ with respect to the involve-
ment of bottom-up (exogenous) and top-down (endogenous)
processes. That is, judging the accuracy of bisected lines might
have involved more top-down, endogenous orienting processes
than the line bisection task. As deficits in endogenous and exoge-
nous orienting can be dissociated in patients (Bartolomeo and
Chokron, 2002; Sieroff et al., 2007; Loetscher et al., 2010), it is
possible that differences in the processing demands of the tasks
affected the results.
The assessment of neurological impairments and activities
in everyday functions with scales such as the Barthel Index
(Mahoney and Barthel, 1965) and the Catherine Bergego Scale
(Azouvi et al., 2003) may have provided a better characteriza-
tion of patients. A better functional characterization might have
been important as there is some evidence, for example, that
items of the Catherine Bergego Scale are better predictors of
output- versus input-related neglect impairments than perfor-
mance in standard neglect tests (Goedert et al., 2012). It is note-
worthy that the patient characteristics that were assessed, such
as lesion etiology and visual field deficits, yielded inconclusive
results. While these characteristics did not affect task perfor-
mances statistically, the sample of 16 neglect patients might sim-
ply have been too small to uncover any differences. Hemianopia,
for example, has been shown to influence line bisection tasks
(e.g., Doricchi and Angelelli, 1999; Doricchi et al., 2002) and
this influence may vary depending on the time since stroke
(Saj et al., 2012). Clearly, a sample of just four patients with-
out visual field deficits, as in the current study, cannot address
the modulating effect of hemianopia conclusively. Importantly,
however, an exclusion of the four patients (three with input-
related and one with output-related deficits) does not change
the main results: there was still is a predominance of input-
over output-related subtypes. The same predominance is also
evident when considering patients with vascular etiology only
(see Figure 3). The findings in the tumor group are some-
what different as three out of eight tumor patients performed
within normal limits. However, when only considering patients
affected by one of the two investigated subtypes, there was
also a clear predominance of input (four patients) over output-
related subtypes (one patient). To summarize, the current study
has observed a predominance of input-related neglect across
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a variety of patient characteristics. While this predominance
appears to be consistent, it should be borne in mind that broader
conclusions are limited by the relatively small patient sample.
Although the heterogeneity of the sample probably added
some noise to the data, including patients with different etiolo-
gies can also be seen as an advantage. Different methodological
problems and confounds are associated with specific etiologies
(Bartolomeo, 2011). Thus, studies combining a variety of etiolo-
gies, such as stroke and tumor data, might provide converging
evidence on the widely distributed functional brain network that
controls spatial attention.
While neglect patients typically exhibit an ipsilesional bias,
some patients may show signs of a paradoxical contralesional
bias (Robertson et al., 1994). What is more, ipsilesional and con-
tralesional biases may be dissociated with respect to input- and
output-related errors (Bisiach et al., 1990; Schwartz et al., 1999;
Barrett and Burkholder, 2006). While potentially only a minority
of patients would show such a dissociation, it should be acknowl-
edged that the present method is not sensitive to uncover these
patients.
Finally, it should be recognized that the assumption of a
strict dichotomy between input and output-related aspects of
neglect is likely to be a considerable oversimplification (Adair
et al., 1998). Planning, executing, and visually guiding move-
ments toward targets rely on continuous integration of sensory
information. As a result, input and output-related processing
streams will interact—resulting in a blurring of the boundaries
between the processes (Mesulam, 1981, 1999). From a strictly
theoretical perspective, therefore, it might be more accurate
to describe the relationship between the two neglect subtypes
along a continuum instead of a strict dichotomy. It is also likely
that both types of deficit are present to varying degrees in an
individual patient. The current method of analysis allows the
determination of the predominant subtype only. While this deter-
mination might be useful in a clinical context (see below), it
is worth considering refining the method and analysis in future
studies to obtain continuous and mathematically independent
measures of input versus output-related deficits. The method-
ological approach for analysing landmark task performance pro-
posed by Toraldo and colleagues (2002, 2004) could serve as a
template for improving the current task. The approach involves
psychometric curve fitting procedures and illustrates nicely how
mathematical modeling of behavior can help improving clinical
measures.
From a clinical and rehabilitative perspective, however, the
input/output dichotomy might be useful. There are suggestions,
for example, that patients who present with a predominantly
output-related subtype are more likely to have a chronic dis-
ability (Eskes and Barrett, 2009; Goedert et al., 2012) and
input-related impairments seem especially amenable to recov-
ery (Rengachary et al., 2011). Different treatment regimens may
also affect input and output-related neglect differently. This idea
has been examined for several interventions by one laboratory
(e.g., with monocular patching: Barrett et al., 2001, 2004; Barrett
and Burkholder, 2006; Chen et al., 2009). Intuitively, it seems
plausible that perceptual-attentional impairments and deficien-
cies in spatial movements respond best to different treatment
approaches. Rehabilitation procedures like attentional alerting,
scanning training, or monocular patching may be more effica-
cious for input than output-related neglect. Conversely, proce-
dures like limb activation therapy and dopaminergic medications
may be more appropriate for the treatment of output-related
neglect (see Barrett et al., 2006; Sapir et al., 2007 for comprehen-
sive discussion of treatment rationales).
While the diagnosis of the subtypes of neglect is potentially
important for subsequent treatment (Barrett et al., 2006; Bowen
and Lincoln, 2007a), there are still a number of unanswered ques-
tions. Foremost amongst these is the issue of the stability of
neglect subtypes over time. To our knowledge, only one study
has addressed this issue (Hamilton et al., 2007). In that study,
subtypes were assessed in 21 acute neglect patients at three dif-
ferent time points separated by at least one week. Eighteen of
those patients (86%) showed significant variability in their per-
formance on measures of neglect subtype. The authors claim
that this inconsistency was not related to spontaneous recovery
or practice effects. It is not clear, at present, whether the results
are due to methodological limitations (e.g., insufficient sensitiv-
ity or specificity of the tests) or fluctuations in individual neglect
behavior. If the latter proposition turns out to be correct, then
this would have implications for the validity of tests of neglect
subtypes and for the prognosis and treatment of those subtypes.
The testing paradigm used in the current study may help to shed
light on this issue.
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